
MATTEO BASILÈ 
 
Matteo Basilé is an artist who knows how best to mix signs and symbols 
from our most archaic roots using methods, tools and linguistic codes 
belonging to the most advanced technologies. His work is placed on a 
bridge that lies between the re-appropriation of digital images that the 
web constantly throws at us and the ability to continually transform, soil 
and contaminate in order to turn them into icons of a time that, as it flows, 
self-regenerates itself through new idols and new fetishes. 
 
The artist plays with symbols, signs and the new gods of this confused and 
chaotic era, reshaping every image through the register of paradox, 
disguise, transformation and technological play. 
 
Always poised between the search for formal perfection and the attraction 
for the "dark side of beauty," with effects often bordering on the grotesque, 
Basilé's work is characterised in particular by the creation of a totally 
original and recognisable dimension where reality, myth and dream seem 
to miraculously end up coinciding. 
 
Mysterious and beautiful women, heroes of a time suspended between the 
remote past and near future, ancient and disturbing warrior women of 
unknown ethnicity, gods and demigods with disharmonious forms and 
strange pagan idols, mysterious transgender figures of a baroque era still 
to come and archaic fighters with fiery weapons are some of the 
characters taking turns in the different series of the artist's recent 
production. 
 
 
Matteo Basilé was born in Rome in 1974 where he lives.  
Born from a well-established dynasty of artists (Cascella), Matteo Basilé has 
been exposed to the art world all his life.  
 
Among his latest exhibitions are the solo show Appartions at MART in 
Trento and Rovereto (2006), collective exhibitions in the Marlborough 
Gallery in Monaco (2008), Experimenta at the Farnesina Palace in Rome 
(2008), Italia, 1980-2007 at the Vietnam National Museum of Fine Arts in 
Hanoi (2007), APPARITIONS at the MART Museum in Rovereto, Italy (2009), 
THISHUMANITY at Galleria PACK in Milan (2010), Landing at Galleria 
Guidi&Schoen in Genoa, Italy (2012), THISHUMANITY at Cultural Italian 
Institute in Madrid (2012), Matteo Basilé solo exhibition at 53 Art Museum in 
Guangzhou, China (2013), PIETRA SANTA at Macro Museum in Rome (2016), 
FALLING OUT OF TIME at the United Art Museum in Wuhan, China (2019) 
and, MIRROR at the Hongkun Museum of Fine Art in Beijing, China (2019). 
 
   
 


